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Congress and the president together have created a U.S. Space Force. Now, the hard job of selecting its head begins.

The new command’s top leadership is of critical importance to the nation, because while most tasks can be delegated, it will be these leaders that establish the vision and culture of the service. Sooner or later, therefore, Air Force Secretary Barbara Barrett will need to interview and forward candidates to the Senate.

Picking a New Leader

The responsibilities of the USSPACECOM commander and CSO are equally significant but distinct from one another. USSPACECOM is an operational warfighting command, responsible for daily operations, war readiness, and timely coordination with other warfighters; its focus is today, with at most a five-year planning horizon. By contrast, military services build the force—experimenting, designing and fielding systems, recruiting, training and educating personnel, overseeing promotions. They often have much longer time horizons: thirty years or more.

What, then, should the defense secretary, president, and American people want from their CSO? In short, they need an individual who will inspire the troops, build a culture of action and initiative, and catalyze a large scale of creative activity in technology and experimentation. What is supremely important is that the CSO be an individual of vision and not serve as a cap on the performance of the rest of the organization due to a failure of imagination or a lack of willingness to experiment.

With that in mind, here are a list of important questions for Air Force Secretary Barbara Barrett to ask prospective candidates in her quest to find the CSO with the right vision for the future:

- What is your perception of the Chinese strategic threat?
- Do you believe there is a Chinese peacetime military offensive in Cis-Lunar Space? What would be your best military advice for a whole-of-nation strategy to counter it?
- What is your vision of the Cis-Lunar Economy, its key components and the role of the U.S. Space Force in it?
- What additional missions do you expect U.S. Space Forces must begin planning for? What additional missions would you fight for or give away to other agencies or services? How do these enhance national security and the Space Forces’ freedom of action?
- There are a variety of contingencies for which a U.S. Space Force must be ready. What is your best military advice for where planning efforts should be prioritized, and why?
- What are the key technical investments that the Force must make to be able to remain dominant in 2045? Which requirements are unwritten, and which could we expect you to shepherd to completion in your term?
The USCC has urged that “any future space-oriented service [be] responsible for protecting freedom of navigation and keeping lines of communication open, safe, and secure in the space domain, as the U.S. Navy does for U.S. interests in the maritime commons.” Do you see this as a priority for U.S. Space Force investment, and what do you see as the key technological and organizational investments to make this happen?

- How do you plan to coordinate with U.S. private industry to mature dual-use technology?
- What is your plan to grow international and interagency collaboration?
- How will you balance investment in strategic and tactical threats, in the near- and far-term?
- What is your plan to create a culture that is appropriately risk-seeking in experimentation and development?
- Who has been influential in formulating your views of space, and who are your important counsellors?
- What do you see as the limits of space power? Where should we limit the imagination of young people to ensure sustained focus on this domain?
- What is your plan to build a imminently-qualified Space Force Cadre?
- What is your plan for Space education?
- What is your plan for recruiting?
- For what reason does the U.S. Space Force exist?
- What are your preferred domestic and international legal strategies to secure U.S. competitive and military advantage?
- Next year will be an opportunity to revisit the formative legislation that created the Force in the first place. What is your best military advice on what authorities to ask for which would serve the nation and allow us to move faster?

Eyes on the Horizon

America has a major interest in who gets confirmed as the country’s first CSO. After all, that person will be the one who sets the vision and culture, and sows the seeds for decades to come. Boldness and confidence, vision and enthusiasm cannot be delegated. The Space Force will adopt the personality of its leader, for good or for ill—and the Space Force needs to be bold immediately.

As such, the new CSO should be a true believer in the power of space, able to motivate and communicate a compelling spacepower narrative to the Space Force, to Congress, and to the American people in order to secure their support and funding. That person should be able to model professional risk-taking and initiative, and liberate the creative energies of the young officers and enlisted personnel under his or her command. Most of all, the next CSO will need to have a vision of national spacepower that helps make America’s newest military command all that it can be.
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